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Abstract
A Cyber-Physical System (CPS) integrates physical devices (i.e., sensors) with cyber (i.e., informational) components to form
a context sensitive system that responds intelligently to dynamic changes in real-world situations. A core element of CPS is the
collection and assessment of information from noisy, dynamic, and uncertain physical environments that must be transformed into
usable knowledge in real-time. Machine learning algorithms such as cluster analysis can be used to extract useful information and
patterns from data generated from physical devices based on which novel applications of CPS can make informed decisions. In this
paper we propose to use a density-based data stream clustering algorithm, built on the Multiple Species Flocking model, for the
monitoring of big data, generated from numerous applications such as machine monitoring, health monitoring, sensor networks.
In the proposed approach, approximate results are available on demand at anytime, so it is particularly apt for real life monitoring
applications.
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1. Introduction
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are receiving a lot of attentions recently with examples including smart cities, in-
telligent homes with network of appliances, environmental monitoring and transportation systems, smart grid and
so on. These systems are equipped with a large network of sensors distributed across diﬀerent components, which
leads to a tremendous amount of measurement data available to system operators. Since those measurements are
collected continuously along the time, they can be regarded as a big data streaming system. Relevant information can
be extracted from this massive amount of data and be used to build better cities, oﬀer better services, make predictive
analysis, group similar information and many other applications. All of this is possible due to machine learning and
data mining where patterns can be found in the ocean of data generated every second.
Data-stream analysis and mining1 require novel algorithms that are able to produce models of the data in an online
way, looking at each data record only once, and within a limited amount of time. Although standard data-analysis
and data mining algorithms are a useful starting point, they must typically be adapted to operate in the stream setting.
In this context, data-stream clustering is the task of performing cluster analysis of data streams, producing results in
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real time and with limited memory utilization. Although researchers in the data-stream mining ﬁeld have successfully
tackled many of the issues that are of major concern of data-streams, the area is still new and it has many open
problems. Actually, what has been addressed so far is related to having stream-mining systems that can handle the
endless ﬂow of data by being incremental, fast, and clever enough to approximate answers with a certain level of
accuracy, based on the stream samples that have been seen so far.
The complexity of CPS2, resulting from the heterogeneity of physical elements (i.e. sensors and actuators), the
intrinsically distributed nature of these systems, the lack of reliability in communications, the large-scale and the
variability of the environments, makes data analysis and operation planning a very complex task. We designed the
Rainbow3 platform to address some of these issues. Rainbow hides heterogeneity by providing a Virtual Object con-
cept, and addresses the distributed nature of CPS by introducing a distributed multi-agent system (MAS). This enables
the exploitation of swarm intelligence techniques4, where a complex global behaviour results from the interactions of
simpler entities, acting solely on the basis of local knowledge and without the need for a global coordinator. MAS in
Rainbow may be used for data acquisition, data fusion, pattern detection, monitoring and control applications.
In this paper, we propose the use of a data stream clustering algorithm FlockStream5, for monitoring applications.
FlockStream is based on a multi-agent system that uses a decentralized bottom-up self-organizing strategy to group
similar data points. Data points are associated with agents and deployed onto a 2D space, to work simultaneously by
applying a heuristic strategy based on a bio-inspired model, known as ﬂocking model. Agents move onto the space
for a ﬁxed time and, when they encounter other agents into a predeﬁned visibility range, they can decide to form
a ﬂock, if they are similar. Flocks can join to form swarms of similar groups. FlockStream is particularly apt for
those applications that must monitor enormous amount of data generated continuously as a sequence of events and
coming from diﬀerent locations, since it allows to track the evolving nature of clusters by displaying the movement
of agents onto the virtual space. This enables a user to visually detect changes in cluster distribution and gives him
insights when to eventually take actions and decisions in real time because of the changed conditions. Another main
characteristics of FlockStream is that it allows the user to obtain an approximate, but faster result, by reducing the
time agents can move onto the virtual space. This feature can be exploited when the computational time is bound, as
in many CPS applications. Moreover, if used in conjunction with some change detection technique6, it is possible to
detect, automatically and in real-time, when the behavior of the stream is changing.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give an introduction to the problem of stream clustering.
Section 3 describes the ﬂocking model, the algorithm is reported in section 4, section 5 shows the application of the
approach on a synthetic data set, and presents some qualitative results. Section 6, ﬁnally concludes the paper.
2. Clustering data streams from sensors
Wireless sensor networks are distributed autonomous networks constituted by micro nodes with sensor, data pro-
cessing unit, and wireless communication component. Wireless sensor networks provide reliable operations in various
application areas, including environmental monitoring, health monitoring, vehicle tracking system, military surveil-
lance and earthquake observation. Sensors networks facilitate the process of monitoring the physical environment and
make real-time decision about events in the environment. In such monitoring applications, automatic event detection
is an essential task which aims at identifying emergent physical phenomena of particular concern to the users. In par-
ticular, the change of clustering patterns often indicates something important is happening7. For example, clustering
network event streams can help us to understand the normal patterns, and attack alarms can be raised if the clustering
pattern changes.
In a pervasive computing environment, sensors are often distributed and in many cases embedded in several devices.
Data, possibly in the form of streams, may be emanated frommultiple sensors and these streams have to be aggregated,
fused, stored, managed, and analyzed for various applications. Instead of attempting to stream a tremendous amount
of data into a central processing facility, we propose to integrate the external sources into a network for mobile agent
computing. Essentially, this network of agent processing nodes is a massively parallel computer for pattern detection.
Clustering streaming sensors is the task of clustering diﬀerent sources of data streams, based on the data similarity.
This process tries to extract knowledge about the similarity between data produced by diﬀerent sensors through time.
The basic requirements usually presented for clustering data streams are that the system must possess a compact
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representation of clusters, must process data in a fast and incremental way and should clearly identify changes in the
clustering structure. Algorithms aim to ﬁnd groups of sensors that have a similar behavior through time.
In the next sections, after an introduction to the ﬂocking model, an approach for clustering data streams, based on
a bio-inspired model, is described.
3. The Flocking model
The ﬂocking model is a biologically inspired computational model for simulating the animation of a ﬂock of entities.
In this model each individual (also called bird) makes movement decisions without any communication with others.
Instead, it acts according to a small number of simple rules, depending only upon neighboring members in the ﬂock
and environmental obstacles. These simple rules generate a complex global behavior of the entire ﬂock.
The basic ﬂocking model was ﬁrst proposed by Craig Reynolds8, in which he referred to each individual as a
”boid”. This model consists of three simple steering rules that a boid needs to execute at each instance over time:
separation (steering to avoid collision with neighbors); alignment (steering toward the average heading and matching
the velocity of neighbors); cohesion (steering toward the average position of neighbors). These rules describe how a
boid reacts to other boids’ movement in its local neighborhood. The degree of locality is determined by the visibility
range of the boid’s sensor. The boid does not react to the ﬂockmates outside its sensor range. A minimal distance
must also be maintained among them to avoid collision.
A Multiple Species Flocking (MSF) model9 has been developed to more accurately simulate ﬂocking behavior
among an heterogeneous population of entities. MSF includes a feature similarity rule that allows each boid to
discriminate among its neighbors and to group only with those similar to itself. The addition of this rule enables the
ﬂock to organize groups of heterogeneous multi-species into homogeneous subgroups consisting only of individuals
of the same species. Dissimilar boids try to stay away from other boids that have dissimilar features by a repulsive
force that is inversely proportional to the distance between the boids and the similarity between the boids.
The advantage of the ﬂocking algorithm is the heuristic principle of the ﬂock’s searching mechanism. The heuristic
searching mechanism helps boids to quickly form a ﬂock. Since the boids continuously ﬂy in the virtual space and
join the ﬂock constituted by boids more similar to them, new results can be quickly re-generate when adding entities
boids or deleting part of boids at run time. This feature allows the ﬂocking algorithm to be applied to clustering to
analyze dynamically changing information stream.
4. Algorithm description
FlockStream is a heuristic density-based data stream clustering algorithm built on the Multiple Species Flocking
model. The algorithm uses agents with distinct simple functionalities to mimic the ﬂocking behavior. Each multi-
dimensional data item is associated with an agent. In our approach, in addition to the standard action rules of the
ﬂocking model, we introduce an extension to the ﬂocking model by considering the type of an agent. The agents can
be of three types: basic (representing a new point arriving in one unit time), p-representative and o-representative .
The introduction of the latter two types of agents follows the analogous concepts introduced by Cao et al. 10 in their
density-based clustering algorithm DenS tream for data streams, of micro-cluster. In the following we brieﬂy review
the main concepts employed in this method.
A micro-cluster is an extension of the concept of core point deﬁned in the clustering method DBSCAN 11, to store
a compressed representation of the data points examined so far, and corresponds to the notions of potential core-micro
cluster (p-micro-cluster) and outlier micro-cluster (o-micro-cluster) of these authors.
A core point is an object in whose  neighborhood the overall weight of the points is at least an integer μ. A
clustering is a set of core objects having cluster labels. The deﬁnitions of micro-clusters are based on the concepts of
summary statistics and weight. The former allows to maintain approximate representation of data points assigned to a
micro-cluster, and thus to capture synopsis information about the nature of the data stream. The latter gives decreasing
importance to data as time ﬂows. The weight w of a micro-cluster must be such that w ≥ μ, i.e. it must be above a
predeﬁned threshold μ, in order to be considered a core.
As already observed, the volume of data in streaming applications is very huge and possibly inﬁnite, too large to
ﬁt into the main memory of computers, thus a mechanism to store summary of data seen so far is necessary.
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These statistics are exploited to generate clusters with arbitrary shape. The algorithm assumes the damped window
model10 to cluster data streams. In this model the weight of each data point decreases exponentially with time t via
a fading function f (t) = 2−λt, where λ > 0. The weight of the data stream is a constant W = v1−2−λ , where v is the
speed of the stream, i.e. the number of points arrived in one unit time. Historical data diminishes its importance when
λ assumes higher values.
FlockStream adapted the above described concepts in the ﬂocking model, and distinguishes between the initial-
ization phase, in which the virtual space is populated of only basic agents, and the micro-cluster maintenance and
clustering, in which all the three types of agents are present.
Initialization. At the beginning a set of basic agents, i.e. a set of points, is deployed randomly onto the virtual space
and works in parallel for a predeﬁned number of iterations. Basic agents move according to the MSF heuristic and,
analogously to birds in the real world, agents that share similar object vector features will group together and become
a ﬂock, while dissimilar birds will be moved away from the ﬂock. In our algorithm we use the Euclidean distance to
measure the similarity between two data point A and B and assume that A and B are similar if their Euclidean distance
d(A, B) ≤ . The Euclidean distance is chosen because it is needed in the computation of the summary statistics, as
well as in DenStream.
While iterating, the behavior (velocity) of each agent A with position Pa is inﬂuenced by all the agents X with
position Px in its neighborhood. The agent’s velocity is computed by applying the local rules of Reynolds and the
similarity rule. The similarity rule induces an adaptive behavior to the algorithm since the agents can leave the group
they participate for another group containing agents with higher similarity. Thus, during this predeﬁned number of
iterations, the points join and leave the groups forming diﬀerent ﬂocks. At the end of the iterations, for each created
group, summary statistics are computed and the stream of data is discarded. As result of this initial phase we have the
two types of agents: p-representative and o-representative agents.
Representative Maintenance and Clustering. When a new data stream bulk of agents is inserted into the virtual
space, at a ﬁxed stream speed, the maintenance of the p- and o- representative agents and online clustering are per-
formed for a ﬁxed number of iterations. Diﬀerent cases can occur (see ﬁgure 1) :
1. for i=1 . . .MaxIterations
2. foreach agent (all)
3. if (typeAgent is (p-representative ∨ o-representative))
4. then{
5. computeVelocityVector(ﬂockmates, MSF rules);
6. moveAgentAndFormSwarm(v);}
7. else{
8. if (typeAgent is (basic ∧ in neighborhood of a similar swarm) )
9. then agent temporary absorbed in the swarm;
10. else{
11. computeVelocityVector(ﬂockmates, MSF rules);
12. moveAgentAndFormSwarm(v);}}
13. end foreach
14. end for
Fig. 1. The pseudo-code of the FlockStream algorithm.
• A p-representative cp or an o-representative co encounter another representative agent. If the distance between
them is below  then they compute the velocity vector by applying the Reynolds’ and similarity rule (step 5),
and join to form a swarm (i.e. a cluster) of similar representative (step 6).
• A basic agent A meets either a p-representative cp or an o-representative co in its visibility range. The similarity
between A and the representative is computed and, if the new radius of cp (co respectively) is below or equal to
, A is absorbed by cp (co) (step 9). Note that at this stage FlockStream does not update the summary statistics
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because the aggregation of the basic agent A to the micro-cluster could be dropped if A, during its movement
on the virtual space, encounters another agent more similar to it.
• A basic agent A meets another basic agent B. The similarity between the two agents is calculated and, if
d(A, B) ≤ , then the velocity vector is computed (step 11) and A is joined with B to form an o-representative
(step 12).
At the end of the maximum number of iterations allowed, for each swarm, the summary statistics of the repre-
sentative agents it contains are updated and, if the weight w of a p-representative diminishes below βμ, where β is a
ﬁxed outlierness threshold, it is degraded to become an o-representative. On the contrary, if the weight w of an o-
representative becomes above βμ, a new p-representative is created. It is wort to note that, swarms of agents represent
clusters, thus the clustering generation on demand by the user can be satisﬁed at any time by simply showing all the
swarms computed so far.
DS1 DS2 DS3
(a)
DS1 DS2 DS3
(b)
(c)
Fig. 2. (a) Synthetic data sets.(b) Clustering performed by FlockStream on the synthetic datasets. (c) Clustering performed by FlockStream on the
evolving data stream EDS.
5. Experimental Results
In this section we study the eﬀectiveness of FlockStream on synthetic datasets. The algorithm has been imple-
mented in Java and all the experiments have been performed on an Intel(R) Core(TM)2 6600 having 2 Gb of memory.
The synthetic datasets used, named DS1, DS2 and DS3, are showed in Figure 2(a). Each of them contains 10,000
points and they are similar to those employed by Cao et al. in10 to evaluate DenS tream. For a fair comparison, the
evolving data stream, denoted EDS, has been created by adopting the same strategy of Cao et al. Each dataset has been
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randomly chosen 10 times, thus generating an evolving data stream of total length 100,000 having a 10,000 points
block for each time unit. The parameters used by FlockStream in the experiments are analogous to those adopted by
Cao et al., that is initial points/agents Na = 1000, stream speed v = 1000, decay factor λ = 0.25,  = 16, μ = 10,
outlier threshold β = 0.2 and MaxIterations = 1000.
We evaluated the FlockStream algorithm on the non-evolving datasets DS1, DS2 and DS3 (2(a)), in order to check
the ability of the approach to get the shape of each cluster properly. The results are reported in Figure 2(b). In this
ﬁgure the circles indicate the micro-cluster detected by the algorithm. We can see that FlockStream exactly recovers
the cluster shape. The results obtained by FlockStream on the evolving data stream EDS, at diﬀerent times, are shown
in ﬁgure 2(c). In the ﬁgure, points indicate the raw data while circles denote the micro-clusters. It can been seen that
FlockStream captures correctly the shape of each cluster as the data streams evolve.
6. Conclusions
With the increasing volume in the collected big data from cyber-physical systems, we need a general tool to detect
spatio-temporal patterns in a network of heterogeneous sources of real-time data. This paper has proposed a novel
data stream clustering algorithm for pattern detection in cyber-physical systems. The algorithm is based on a heuristic
density-based model built on theMultiple Species Flocking. The method employs a local stochastic multi-agent search
strategy that allows agents to act independently from each other and to communicate only with immediate neighbors
in an asynchronous way. Decentralization and asynchronism makes the algorithm scalable to very large data sets.
Future work will focus on techniques to automatically monitor the evolution of the clusters, taking advantage from
the adaptive update of clusters already implemented in the system. Furthermore, we are preparing the deployment of
the system in the Rainbow platform, in order to better assess the sensitivity and advantages of the system with respect
to restricted resources requirements.
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